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1. INTRODUCTION
1 .We are concerned with existence of solutions u g H V for the prob-0
lem
¡yDu q r x u s f x , u in V .  .~ ) .2u G 0, u k 0, r x u - `, .H¢
V
m l where V s O = R , O ; R is a bounded smooth domain m, l G 0,
m . w .N ' m q l G 1, V s O if m s 0, and V s R if l s 0 , f : V = 0, ` ª R
is a Caratheodory function, and r : V ª R is continuous, r G 0.Â
There is by now an extensive literature on this kind of problem, for
w x w x w x w xinstance, Amick and Toland 1 , Stuart 2 , Esteban 3 , Burton 4 , Bona,
w x w xBose, and Turner 5 , and Berestycki and Lions 20 , where different
 .  .conditions on r x and f x, s , as well as several techniques, were consid-
ered. This list is, of course, far from complete and we would also refer to
w x w xSchindler 6 , Costa and Miyagaki 7 and their references. Physical motiva-
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 .tion for studying ) , for instance, from problems in hydrodynamics is
w x w xdiscussed, e.g., in 1, 3, 5 . In Rabinowitz 17 , the study of the equation in
 .) is motivated by the search of standing waves associated with the
Schrodinger equation.È
In this paper we use variational arguments and the following basic
 .  .growth conditions will be imposed on f x, s and its potential F x, t '
t  .H f x, s ds.0
< < sf x , s F as q b x , a.e. x g V , s G 0, f .  .  .s
 . 1  .  . Uwhere a G 0, b x G 0, b g L V , s s 2 Nr N y 2 ' 2 if n ) 3, andl oc
0 F s - ` if N s 2.
ÃA
2 ÃF x , t F t q B x a.e. x g V , t G 0, F .  .  .
2
Ã Ã Ã 1 .  .where A G 0, B x G 0, B g L V .
 .The behaviour of the nonlinearity f x, s at the origin and at infinity will
be explored through the limits
2 F x , t 2 F x , t .  .
A x s lim inf , A x s lim sup . .  .0 `2 2t ttª0 tª`
The lack of compactness raised by the unboundedness of V will be
 .overcome by assuming the following conditions on the function r x .
r x G r , x g V for some r ) 0 r .  .0 0 0
< <r x ª `, as x ª `. r .  .`
Now, let
< < 2 2 1Q u s =u q r x u , u g H V .  .  . .H 0
V
 .  .   .and for a measurable function A x with y` F A x - ` y` - A x F
.` , consider the index
i A ' inf Q ¨ y A x ¨ 2 , Q ¨ - ` , .  .  .  .H 51 . < < ¨/0¨gH V , ¨ s10
< < 2 2  .    .. .where ¨ s H ¨ . We remark that y` - i A F ` y` F i A x - `V
 .  .respectively. The signs of both i A and i A will be explored in our0 `
main result stated below.
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 .  .  .  .  .THEOREM 1. Assume f , F , r , r , A x G 0 a.e. x g V ands 0 ` 0
 .  .i A - 0 - i A . Suppose, in addition, that0 `
F x , t G yA t 2 , x g V , 0 F t F d , for d ) 0 and some A G 0. . d d
F .d
 .Then ) has a solution.
We shall comment on the assumptions of our result and present some
examples in the next section.
Theorem 1 is related to a number of earlier results for the case of
w xbounded domains V. For instance, Brezis and Oswald 12 , Mawhin,Â
w x w xWillem, and Ward 11 , Anane and Gossez 13 , deFigueiredo and Gossez
w x w x w x14 , deFigueiredo and Massabo 15 , and GoncËalves 19 .Â
2. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES
At first let
1 <E ' u g H V Q u - ` . .  . 40
 .Under r the inner product0
 :u , ¨ s =u =¨ q r x u¨ . .H
V
and the norm
5 5 2  :u s u , u s Q u .
1 .  .make E a closed subspace of H V and in fact using r we have0 0
 . 5 5 12Q u G C u for some C ) 0.H V .0
 .It can be shown see Lemma 4 in Section 3 that E is imbedded
2 .compactly in L V .
The use of the space E to overcome compactness difficulties was
w x w xemployed earlier by Omana and Willem 10 , Rabinowitz 17 , Ding and Li
w x w x w x21 , Costa 8 , and Miyagaki 9 , for instance.
In the two following remarks we give conditions under which the index
 .i A is positive, and in the third one we present a condition which suffices`
 .for i A to be negative.0
Ã .  .  .Remark 1. If F , r hold and also A - l q r , where l s l O is` 1 0 1 1
 1 ..  .the first eigenvalue of yD, H O , then i A ) 0.0 `
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w x  wIndeed according to Esteban 3, Lemma 3.1 see also Burton 4, Lemma
x.1 one has
< < 2 2 1=u G l u , u g H V . .H H1 0
V V
Hence
< < 2 2 2=¨ q r x ¨ y A x ¨ .  . .H H `
V ¨/0
Ã 2 ÃG l q r y A ¨ s l q r y A .  .H1 0 1 0
V
< <  .for ¨ g E with ¨ s 1. Therefore i A ) 0.`
Complementing Remark 1 we discuss below another condition which
 .makes i A ) 0.`
`  .  .  .Remark 2. If there is a g L such that both A x F a x and a x`
 .  .- l q r x a.e. x g V, then i A ) 0.1 `
 .  .  .Indeed, i A G i a and we will show that i a ) 0. At first,`
< < 2 2 2 2=¨ q r¨ y a ¨ G l q r y a ¨ G 0 . .H H H 1
V V V
 . < <so that 0 F i a - `. Now, let ¨ g E with ¨ s 1 be a minimizingn n
 .sequence for i a , that is,
Q ¨ y a ¨ 2 o i a . .  .Hn n
V
 . 2  .We have then Q ¨ y H a ¨ F C, so that Q ¨ is bounded. Usingn V n n
Lemma 4 of Section 3, we get, up to subsequences, that ¨ © ¨ in E,n
2 Ä . < <¨ ª ¨ in L , ¨ x ª ¨ a.e. in V, and ¨ F u a.e. in V for some ¨ g E,n n n
Ä 2 2 2< <with ¨ s 1 and some u g L . We have further that H a ¨ ª H a ¨ , soV n V
that
0 F Q ¨ y a ¨ 2 F lim inf Q ¨ y lim a ¨ 2 .  .H Hn n
V V
F lim inf Q ¨ y a ¨ 2 s i a . .  .Hn n /
V
Now,
0 - l q r y a ¨ 2 F Q ¨ y a ¨ 2 .  .H H1
V V
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 .  . 2so that i a ) 0, for otherwise we would have Q ¨ y H a ¨ s 0, whichV
is impossible.
 .We turn now to the discussion of the sign of i A .0
ÃRemark 3. If there is an open bounded set V ; V, such that V ' OB
Ã m= B ; V, where B ; R is the unit ball and further
ÃA x G l V q r x , x g V , .  .  .0 1 B
 .  1 ..  .where l V is the first eigenvalue of yD, H V , then i A - 0.1 B 0 B 0
1 Ã Ã .Indeed, let ¨ g H V . Extending ¨ to V as 0 outside V, so that ¨ g E,0
we have
2 < < 2 2Q ¨ y A ¨ s =¨ q r x y A x ¨ .  .  . . .H H0 0Ã¨/0 V
< < 2 2F =¨ y l V ¨ . .H H1 BÃ ÃV V
Ã 1 Ã .  .  .  .Now, since l V ) l V , there is ¨ g H V such that Q ¨ y1 B 1 0
2  .H A ¨ - 0 and so i A - 0.¨ / 0 0 0
Before the examples we present some comments.
 .  . s  .When r x ' 0, f x, s ' s , and V is a bounded domain, ) becomes
yDu s us in V
1 u G 0, u k 0, u g H V .0
and it is an easy matter to prove that the associated energy functional
1 12 sq1< <I u s =u y u . H H2 s q 1V uG0
1 .  .has a minimum u g H V with I u - 0 when 0 F s - 1.0
 .  .Now, if yet r x ' 0, V is bounded, f x, s is not necessarily a pure
power but satisfies the condition
f x , s F C s q 1 , x g V , s G 0 .  .
for some C ) 0, and the limits
f x , s f x , s .  .
a x s lim inf , a x s lim sup .  .0 `s sso0 sp0
 .  . w xsatisfy i a - 0 - i a it was proved in 12 under additional assumptions0 `
that
yDu s f x , u in V .
1 u G 0, u k 0, u g H V .0
is solvable.
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On the other hand, if V s R N, N G 3 the problem
yDu s r x us in R N .
1 N u G 0, u k 0, u g H R .
`  .   . < < Ny2 .with r g L , r x G 0, H r x r x s `, and 0 - s - 1 has no< x < G1
 w x.solution see Brezis and Kamin 18 .Â
However, by perturbing the equation in the problem above with the
 .term r x u one gets a solution, as can be seen in the following example.
EXAMPLE 1. Let V s O = R m as in the Introduction and r g L1 l L`
 .with r x ) 0 for x g V. If 0 - s - 1 and r : V ª R is any continuous
 .  . 1 .function satisfying r , r then by Theorem 1 there is u g H V such0 ` 0
that
¡ syDu q r x u s r x u in V .  .~
2u G 0, u k 0, r x u - `. .H¢
V
 .A situation treating the case where f x, s is not a pure power and
grows like s2
U
is given below.
EXAMPLE 2. Let again V s O = R m as in the Introduction and take
 .  .r x and r x as in Example 1.
w x 2 s 2 sLet A s a , b where n G 2, a s n y 1r2n , b s n q 1r2n ,n n n n n
with s s 2U if N G 3 and 2 F s - ` if N s 2.
w .  .Consider the continuous function h: 0, ` ª R defined through h s s
q  .  q.  s .s if s f D A , h s is given by the line segment joining a , a to n, nn n n
 s .  q.if a F s F n, and by the line segment connecting n, n to b , b ifn n n
 .n F s F b where q g 0, 1 is fixed.n
1 .By Theorem 1 there is u g H V such that0
¡yDu q r x u s r x h u in V .  .  .~
2u G 0, u k 0, r x u - ` .H¢
V
 .  .  .  .Indeed, f x, s s r x h u clearly satisfies f and on the other hand,s
t
F x , t s r x h s ds .  .  .H
0
t qq1 1
F r x q .  s /q q 1 n
ÃA
2F t q cr x , .
2
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Ã  .  .where A and c are constants. So F x, t satisfies F . It is easy to check
 .  .  .  .  .that A x ' ` and A x ' 0 so that i A - 0 - i A . Condition F0 ` 0 `
 .also holds true since f x, s G 0.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .  .We extend f to V = R by f x, s s 0 for x F 0 so that F x, t s 0 for
 .t F 0. The energy functional of ) is
1 1I u s Q u y F x , u , u g H V . 1 .  .  .  .  .H 02
V
 .Notice that by F
ÃA
2 Ãy` F F x , u F u q B x - ` 2 .  .  .H H H2V V V
 .so that y` - I u F ` and in this way I is not necessarily differentiable.
Thus we shall minimize I over E and show in a straightforward way that its
 .minimum is a solution of ) .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2. Assume r , r , F , and i A ) 0. Then there is u g0 ` `
1 .  . 2H V , u G 0, H r x u - ` such that0 V
I u s min I. 3 .  .
E
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3. If r , r hold, A x G 0 a.e. x g V and i A - 00 ` 0 0
1 . ` .  . 2 < <then there is ¨ g H V l L V , H r x ¨ - `, ¨ G 0, ¨ s 1 such that0 V
Q ¨ y A x ¨ 2 - 0. 4 .  .  .H 0
¨/0
w x w xThe following result is due to Omana and Willem 10 and Costa 8 .
 .  . 2 .LEMMA 4. If r , r hold then the imbedding E ¨ L V is compact.0 `
We shall present Costa's proof of Lemma 4 in the Appendix.
4. PROOFS
We give first the proof of Theorem 1 using Lemmas 2, 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let u g E be the minimum of I provided by
Lemma 2. For d ) 0,
I u q df y I u .  .
`G 0, f g C V .0d
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and hence
1 Q u q df y Q u F x , u q df y F x , u .  .  .  .
G . 5 .H2 d dV
 .Applying the Mean Value Theorem, we find for x g V, some u x g Rd
such that
F x , u q df y F x , u s f x , u x df x .  .  .  . .d
and
 4  4min u q df , u F u F max u q df , u a.e. x g V .d
s  . UNow since u q df, u g L V with 2 F s F 2 if N G 3 and 2 F s - `
 4  4 s <  . <if N s 2 we have min u q df, u , max u q df, u g L , so that u x Fd
 . s  .K x , a.e. x g V for some K g L . Now, using f it comess
s
< <f x , u x F aK x q b x .  .  . .d
so that
F x , u q df y F x , u .  . Ã< <s f x , u x f F K x a.e. x g V .  . .d fd
Ã 1 .  .for some K g L V . Passing to the limit in 5 and using Fatou we getf
=u =f q r x uf G f x , u f , f g C` V .  .  . .H H 0
V V
 .so that u is a weak solution of ) .
Since by Lemma 2, u G 0 in V, it remains to show that u k 0. Taking
1 `  .¨ g H l L as given in Lemma 3 we will actually show that I e ¨ - 0 for0
some e ) 0. Indeed, from
I e ¨ 1r2 Q e ¨ F x , e ¨ .  .  .  .
s yH2 2 2e e eV
we get
I e ¨ 1 F x , e b .  .
lim sup F Q ¨ q lim sup y . . H2 2 /2e eVeª0 eª0
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 .Using F and taking e small we haved
F x , e ¨ .
2G yA ¨d2e
so that applying Fatou,
F x , e ¨ F x , e ¨ .  .
lim inf G lim infH H2 2e eeª0 eª0V V
F x , e ¨ .
2G lim inf ¨ xH ¨ ) 02
eª0V e ¨ .
G A x ¨ 2 . .H 0
¨)0
Hence,
I e ¨ 1 .
2lim sup F Q ¨ y A x ¨ - 0 .  .H 02 2e ¨)0eª0
 .and so there is e ) 0 such that I e ¨ - 0. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
 . < <Proof of Lemma 3. Since i A - 0, there is ¨ g E with ¨ s 1 such0
 . 2 q y q  4that Q ¨ y H A ¨ - 0. Writing ¨ s ¨ y ¨ where ¨ s max ¨ , 0 ,¨ / 0 0
y  4¨ s max y¨ , 0 we get
22 q qQ ¨ y A x ¨ s Q ¨ y A x ¨ .  .  .  .  .H H0 0
¨/0 ¨)0
2y yq Q ¨ y A x ¨ . .  .  .H 0
¨-0
< <  .  . 2Hence there is ¨ g E, ¨ s 1, ¨ G 0 such that Q ¨ y H A x ¨ - 0.¨ ) 0 0
 .  .  .Now, for M ) 0 let ¨ be given by ¨ x s ¨ x if ¨ x F M andM M
 .  . 1 .¨ x s M if ¨ x ) M. It is known that ¨ g H V , ­ ¨ s ­ ¨ ifM M 0 i M i
¨ F M and ­ ¨ s 0 if ¨ ) M. These claims can be shown by adaptingi M
w x .the proof of Proposition IX.5 in Brezis 16 . In addition, 0 F ¨ F M,Â M
¨ k 0 and ¨ ª ¨ a.e. in V as M p `.M M
On the other hand, since x ª 0 a.e. in V as M p ` we are using¨ ) M
.x to denote the characteristic function of the set S , we obtainS
< < 2 < < 2=¨ y =¨ s =¨ x ª 0H HM ¨ ) M
V V
2 2r x ¨ y ¨ s r x ¨ x ª 0 .  .  .H HM ¨ ) M
V V
 .so that Q ¨ y ¨ ª 0 as M ª `.M
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 .Now, since A x G 0 we get using Fatou0
lim sup Q ¨ y A x ¨ 2 .  .HM 0 M /
V
F lim sup Q ¨ y ¨ q Q ¨ y lim inf A ¨ 2 .  . . HM 0 M
V
F Q ¨ y A ¨ 2 - 0. . H 0
V
 . 2Hence there is M ) 0 such that Q ¨ y H A ¨ - 0. This provesM V 0 M
Lemma 3.
 .Proof of Lemma 2. Let I s inf I u and let u g E be a minimizing` E n
 .sequence, that is, I u o I .n `
Now, since
F x , u s F x , uq .  .n n
Q u G Q uq .  .n n
 y.  .  q.similar statements hold also for u , we have I u G I u so thatn n n
 q.I u o I .n `
So there is a minimizing sequence u g E with u G 0. Since I gn n `
 x  .y`, 0 we have I u F C for some C ) 0. In order to get a minimum un
for I in E we consider two cases.
 .Case 1. Q u is bounded.n
Using Lemma 4 one has, up to subsequences, that u © u in E, u ª un n
2 . 2 . < <in L V , u ª u a.e. x g V and there is u g L V such that u F un n
 .e.e. in V. Now, using F we get
ÃA 2 ÃF x , u F u x q B x a.e. x g V .  .  .n 2
and, on the other hand,
F x , u ª F x , u a.e. in V . .  .n
It follows using Fatou that
1I u s Q u y F x , u .  .  .H2
V
1F lim inf Q u y lim sup F x , u .  .Hn n2
V
F lim I u . .n
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 .  .Thus I u F I and there is u g E, u G 0 such that I u s min I.` E
 .Case 2. Q u is not bounded.n
 .We have, up to subsequences, that Q u ª ` and we claim thatn
< <u ª `. Indeed,n
Ã1 A
2 ÃQ u F C q F x , u F C q u q B x .  .  .H H Hn n n2 2V V V
< <  .and this proves our claim. Now, let ¨ s u r u recall that u G 0 . Thenn n n n
Ã1 A C
Q ¨ F q .n 22 2 < <un
 .  .so that Q ¨ is bounded. We use C to denote several positive constants.n
2 .Hence, up to subsequences, we have ¨ ª ¨ in L V , ¨ ª ¨ a.e. in V,n n
Ã 2 Ã . < <  .¨ G 0 and there is u in L V such that ¨ F u a.e. in V. Using F wen
get
Ã ÃF x , u A B x .  .n 2ÃF u x q a.e. in V , .2 22< < < <u un n
and, on the other hand,
< < < <2 F x , u u 2 F x , ¨ u .  .n n n n 2 2lim sup F lim sup ¨ x F A x ¨ .n ¨ ) 0 `2 2 n< <u < <¨ u .n n n
a.e. x g V
so that using Fatou's Lemma it comes
< <2 F x , ¨ u .n n 2 2Q ¨ F lim inf Q ¨ F lim inf ¨ x F A x ¨ .  .  .H Hn n ¨ ) 0 `2 n< <V ¨)0¨ u .n n
 .which is impossible since i A ) 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.`
APPENDIX
 w x.  . 2Proof of Lemma 4 Costa 8 . Let u g E be bounded, say Q u F Cn n
for some C ) 0 so that, in particular, u © u in E. Moreover, u isn n
1 . 1 .bounded in H V and u © u in H V as well.0 n 0
Now let R ) 0 and consider V s O = B where B ; R m is the ballR R R
of radius R ) 0. Denoting by u and u the restrictions of u and u ton R R n
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1 .V it follows that u © u in H V and using Rellich's theorem,R n R R R
2 .u ª u in L V . We haven R R R
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2u y u F u y u q 2 u q u . .H H Hn n R R n
V V VRVR R
 .  .  . 2Given e ) 0 we get using r some R ) 0 such that r x G 8re C`
< <for x G R.
Hence, for large n,
e e2 2 2< <u y u F q r x u q u .  .H Hn n22 4CV VRV R
e e
F q Q u q Q u F e .  . .n22 4C
2 .so that u ª u in L V .n
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